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Candidates are required to answer the questions in their own words as far as practicable 
 

Group ‘A’ 
 Brief Answer Question:          [10×1=10] 

1. Define business finance. 

2. State any three advantages of corporation. 

3. State any two differences between money and capital market. 

4. List out the factors affecting the cost of money. 

5.  Discuss the meaning of ‘Annuties’ as used in time value of money. 

6. What do you understand by Cash Break-Even Analysis? 

7. Explain the meaning of Capital Sturucture. 

8. What is IPO? 

9. What is Warrant? 

10. Discuss Options. 

 Group ‘B’  
Attempt All questions: 

11. a. Due to the recession, the rate of inflation expected for the coming year is only 3 percent. However, 

the rate of inflation in year 2 and thereafter is expected to be constant at some level above 3 percent. 

Assume that the real risk-free rate is 2 percent for all maturities and the expectation theory fully 

explains the yield curve, so there are no maturity premiums. If 3- year treasury bonds yield 2 

percentage points more than 1-year bonds, what rate of inflation is expected after year 1?  [5] 

b. Rank the securities from 1 to 10 in terms of their riskiness for an investor.    [5] 

i. Treasury Bond 

ii. First Mortgage Bond 

iii. Debenture (callable) 

iv. Income Bond 

v. Common Stock 

vi. Preference Share (non-cumulative) 

vii. Treasury Bill 

viii. Debenture (Non callable) 

ix. Second Mortgage Bond 

x. Preferred Stock (cumulative) 
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12. The Tektronix Company needs to increase its working capital by Rs.250,000. It has decided that there 

are essentially  three alternatives of financing avaivable. 

a. Forgo cash discounts, granted on a basis of 1/10, net 60. 

b. Borrow on discount basis from Everest Bank at 15 percent annual interest. 

c. Borrow on discount basis from Everest Bank at 8 percent annual interest rate, maintaining 20 

percent compensating balance.  

Which is the least costly source of fund?         [3+3+3+1] 

13. Nepal Manufacturing earns annually, after taxes, Rs.12,000 on sales of Rs.2,500,000. The tax rate of the 

company is 40 percent and pays rs.100,000 as interest. The company's product sells for Rs.200 of which 

Rs.150 is variable cost. 

a. What is the company's annual fixed operating cost? 

b. What is the break-even point of the company? 

c. If the company wants to double the after tax profit , what is the target unit sales required? [4+3+3] 

14. a. A mortgage company offers to lend you Rs.15,00,000 at the annual interest rate of 10 percent. The 

loan is repaid on the monthly installment basis for the next 5 years. What would be the monthly 

payment? What portion of the second payment covers the interest payment?    [5] 

b. You need to have Rs.50,000 at the end of 6 years. To accumulate this sum , you have decided to save 

a certain amount semi-annually for the next 6 years and deposit it in the bank. How much you have to 

save if the bank pays 8 percent interest compounded semi-annually for long term deposits?  [5] 

15. Define common stock as the source of long term financing and mention its advantages and 

disadvantages.            [10] 

Or, 

 What are the sources of short-term financing? Discuss with their advantages and disadvantages. [10] 
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Candidates are required to answer the questions in their own words as far as practicable 

 
Group ‘A’ 

Brief Answer Questions: [10×1=10] 

1. What is three tier architecture of client server computing? 

2. Why are trigger used? 

3. What is hot swappable computer? 

4. Port address is of …….  Bits in length whereas IPV6 is of …………. Bits in length. 

5. Define mutex. 

6. Write the major difference between physical and logical topology. 

7. Make distinction between remote data and distributed data. 

8. Which layer of the OSI model is responsible for handling congestion and routing? 

9. If client and server both of them have programming logic and process the data. What type of model is it? 

10. Which wide area network is designed to carry small fixed size packets called cells? 

 

Group ‘B’ 

Long Answer Questions: (any five) [5×6=30]  

11. Organization XYZ is going to upgrade its current business process. Is it business process reengineering? 

Describe the major challenges and an opportunity that arises in business process reengineering. 

12. Define middleware. Explain Distributed Computing Environment. 

13. How the performance of the server and database can be optimized? Explain. 

14. Write down the benefits and problems of data warehousing. How is it differ from database? 

15. What is preemptive and non preemptive scheduling? Which type of scheduling is used in mobile 

computers and why? 

16. Write short notes on (any two): 

a. ATM 

b. Client / Server Security 

c. Wireless LAN 
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Candidates are required to answer the questions in their own words as far as practicable 
 

Group ‘A’ 
Brief Answer Question:          [10x1=10] 

1. What is Productivity? List out its types. 

2. Differentiate between Process Layout and Product Layout. 

3. Why is artificial variable used in LPP? 

4. Define Material Requirement Planning. 

5. Define bill of materials. 

6. List the types of loading. 

7. Define breakdown maintenance management. 

8. What is JIT system? 

9. List down 5'S' practices in an organization. 

10. List out the functions of operations management. 

 

 Group ‘B’ 
Attempt all Questions: 

11. What is capacity planning and why it is needed? Explain the factors that affect in facility/plant location 

decision?             [5] 

12. Define maintenance management. Explain briefly about the types of maintenance management.  [5] 

13. Briefly describe Kaizen management system and Business Process Re-Engineering as an emerging 

concept.              [5] 

14. Define the Q/R or EOQ inventory system. List and explain the different types of inventory the 

organization can use.            [5] 

15. a. A company has four jobs to be done by four personnel. Each job must be done by one and only 

personnel. Consider the following assignment cost:        [5] 

Person 
Jobs 

J1 J2 J3 J4 

A 20 31 28 30 

B 15 20 26 27 

C 22 19 42 38 

D 32 34 22 18 

 Assign the jobs to the persons in such a way that the cost of assignment is the least. 
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b. A Five samples each of the size 5 are drawn at regular intervals from a manufacturing process  

     randomly. The sampling information is given as: 

Sample No: Sample Observations 

1 10 10 11 12 12 

2 10 13 12 12 13 

3 10 9 10 10 11 

4 11 9 9 10 14 

5 12 12 11 12 12 

Calculate the control limits with respect to mean chart, Comment on the state of manufacturing process, 

based on the plotted data points. (For n=5, A2 = 0.577)       [5] 

16. Solve the following LP Problems by using simplex method.       [10] 

Min (z) = 4X1 + 3X2 

Subject to 
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17. XYZ Hardware Company has three plants in Kathmandu, Banepa and Nuwakot and three warehouses at 

Bhairawa, Birgunj and Biratnagar. The quantity available at the plants is 50, 70, 90 respectively, whereas 

the demand at the warehouses are 60, 70 and 80 respectively. The unit cost of transportation are 

observed as follows: 

From 
To Warehouses 

Bhairawa Birgunj Biratnagar 

Kathmandu 2 5 7 

Banepa 2 3 4 

Nuwakot 7 8 5 
  

Find an optimal allocation that minimizes the transportation cost.      [10] 
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Candidates are required to answer the questions in their own words as far as practicable 
 

Group ‘A’ 
Short Answer Question:         [10×1=10] 

1. Give the meaning of marketing mix in one sentence. 

2. Provide any two reasons for market segmentation. 

3. List any two points of importance of consumer behavior. 

4. Draw a chart of  a marketing communication model. 

5. State the four roles of a wholesaler. 

6. Mention the components of physical distribution. 

7. What is promotion mix? Explain it in one sentence. 

8. Define service product. 

9. State the causes of conflict. 

10. Specify any four pricing policies. 

 

Group ‘B’ 

Attempt any FIVE Questions :        [5×10=50] 

11. What is marketing? Discuss the core marketing concept. 

12. What is marketing information system? Explain the components of marketing information 

system. 

13. What is product? Discuss the types of product. 

14. What factors should be considered by the marketing firms determining the price for the product? 

Explain. 

15. What is channel dynamics? Discuss the types of channel dynamics. 

16. Point out the components of promotion mix and explain their role in marketing. 
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Candidates are required to answer the questions in their own words as far as practicable 
 

Group ‘A’ 
Brief Answer Question: [10×1=10 ] 

1. How is throw away prototype obtained? 

2. Why functional and non functional requirements must be considered together while preparing 

software specification? 

3. Write any three of the management activities involved in project. 

4. Define system engineering. 

5. What is external viewpoint? 

6. Is it necessary to test the integration of modules if each of the modules are functioning properly? 

7. Write any three characteristics of bad software. 

8. Why is feasibility study required? 

9. Make distinction between software validation and verification in one sentence. 

10. How is it possible to successfully finish software project faster when we use evolutionary 

development? 

 

Group ‘B’ 

Long Answer Questions: (Any six) [6×5=30]  

11. How can you say that the best programmer might not be the best software managers? Support your 

answer in detail. 

12. What problem may arise if the requirement document is written in natural language? Suggest the 

solution to get rid from this problem. 

13. Discuss the software testing process in detail. 

14. Assume that you need to develop a software to represent library information system; which of the 

software model do you use to develop it and why? If you select any other model then what might be 

the problems? Discuss. 

15. Describe the risk management process in detail. 

16. What is repository model and in which situation it is appropriate? How is it similar with object 

oriented model? 

17. Make distinction among software reuse, reengineering and reverse engineering. 
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